government workspace solutions
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Introducing the Corby collection of wood veneer desks, tables and storage elements.

corby

Christopher Wright has reflected on the mid-century modern vernacular to design a
unique series of workplace furnishings that reward a new generation of pioneers and
nation builders.
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Corby: SIN 711-2 — Similar series available: Lufton, Dufferin
Luray seating: SIN 711-18
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Today’s workplaces are evolving along with the needs of the people who inhabit

evolve systems

them. Spaces need to flex and adapt to support how, where and when people want to
work. Evolve® offers tailored solutions that shape space, connect people and support
new ways of working. The backbone to building complete office landscapes, Evolve
supports your needs now and tomorrow.
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Evolve Systems: SIN 711-1
Vion seating: SIN 711-18
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Compile panels and universal corner posts ship with pre-assembled “Quick Connect”,

compile systems

which make it one of the easiest system products to install and reconfigure. Aluminum
raceway covers hinge upward and lock in place, or can be easily removed providing
open access and better protection, for power and data in the base of the panel.
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Compile Systems: SIN 711-1
Vion seating: SIN 711-18
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Components can be joined together to form multiple work groups or can be

zira

freestanding for single workstation configurations. With such an array of components
and options, Zira can accommodate small spaces through tall spaces, and of course,
everything in between.
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Zira: SIN 711-2 — Similar series available: Adaptabilities, Genoa
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streamline

StreamLINE series incorporates a rich laminate top with a sturdy steel chasis. This
combination is great for heavy duty environments such as offices, schools, warehouses
and factories.
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Streamline: SIN 711-2
Synopsis seating: SIN 711-18
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bridges II

Bridges II allows you to connect the dots in different ways from tables to benching,
desking to systems. Redefine how you connect and share. Bridges II provides the tools
for you to achieve so much more.
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Bridges II: SIN 711-2 — Similar series available: Sidebar
G20 seating: not on contract
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height adjustable tables

Electric height adjustable tables allow you to move freely between sitting and standing
without interrupting your work. Global offers competitively priced products and is sure
to keep even the budget minded user happy.
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Foli: SIN 711-11
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The Bungee family of tables comes complete with a selection of table top shapes and

bungee

legs to meet a spectrum of planning possibilities. Versatile, affordable and efficient,
Bungee is ideal for classrooms, training settings, boardrooms, flex spaces or any other
settings where flexibility and growth need to be accommodated.
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Bungee: SIN 711-11
Sonic seating: SIN 711-19
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It’s a simple thing done right. The right proportions. Flawless surfaces. Perfect structure.
Squares or rounds at the floor with a gentle float. All the sizes. All the heights. All the

swap tables

finishes. It’s the table program that is sure to become your favorite spec.
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Swap tables: SIN 711-11 — Similar series available: River Tables, Jeo Tables
Duet seating: SIN 711-19
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filing + storage

20

SIN 711-3
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vion

solar

The Vion family is not only design savvy, but is adaptable to any office or meeting room

A beautifully fluid structure and integrated mesh surface come together in this design

environment. Two back heights and five mechanisms are offered along with mesh and

from Paul Brooks. The one-piece frame and matching base are available in Alabaster

upholstered back varieties. With the inclusion of drafting stools, guest seating, counter

and Asphalt along with four coordinating mesh colors. An integrated swivel tilt

height and bar height stools, as well as heavy duty models, the Vion family becomes

mechanism supports meeting and collaborative applications. Solar exceeds BIFMA

an excellent choice for the modern office.

standards for commercial applications and is backed by Global’s Lifetime Warranty.
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Vion + Solar: SIN 711-18 — Similar series available: Loover, Alero, Tye
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global accord

luray

Global Accord is an elegant and refined seating series designed by Zooey Chu. It

Luray provides ample proportions and full back support in an upholstered seating

features a finely detailed Polished Aluminum arm with a sling style back, upholstered

series to keep participants at their best. The polished aluminum arm can be specified

with rolled and pleated details, and is available in an array of fabric, vinyl and leather

with a urethane or wood top cap. Contrasting stitching is also available to complement

options. Clean simple lines make Global Accord the perfect choice for meeting rooms,

a wide selection of Global textiles and quality leather coverings.

boardrooms and private offices.
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Global Accord + Luray: SIN 711-18 — Similar series available: Priority, Synopsis, Tamiri
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Bring people together in a place where ideas, insight and inspiration can be shared. River

river

supports an endless array of curvilinear and rectilinear configurations with three back
heights and benches. Seating and tables can be specified with power and USB outlets
for mobile devices. An optional HT construction lets River overachieve in high traffic,
high demand environments such as airports and universities.
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River: SIN 711-16 — Similar series available: Citi, Camino, Sirena
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Primacare Modular Lounge is built to last in demanding healthcare environments.
Modular chair and table models easily create functional, flexible configurations in
waiting areas. The lounge series puts safety first with weighted options, tamperproof

primacare modular

fasteners and contraband proofing for behavioral health applications.
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Primacare Modular: SIN 71-316 — Similar series available: GC Sidero, Frolick, Janna
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Primacare is a new benchmark in healthcare seating. Full featured with great looks
and quite possibly the most extensive offering of its kind for both acute care and long
term care applications. As the name implies, Primacare is a first for both caregivers

primacare

and specifiers.
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Primacare: SIN 71-316 — Similar series available: GC Sidero, Frolick, Janna
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GSA Contract Holder:
Global Industries, Inc.
Federal Supply Schedule Group 71: Furniture
Contract #GS-03F-076GA
Contract Period: 7/17/17 — 7/16/22
Cage Code Number: 3CHN3
DUNS Number: 04-9908403
Federal Tax ID: 52-0953534
Ordering Fax: (856) 552-3722
Contact Phone: (856) 596-3390 — Customer Care Contracts Team
E-mail: orders-GSA@globalfurnituregroup.com
Purchasers must note Global Contract #GS-03F-076GA on the order
Minimum order size is $100 net government purchase price.
globalfurnituregroup.com

globalgovernmentusa.com

